Abstract-Despite significant progress in crowd behaviour analysis over the past few years, most of today's state of the art algorithms focus on analysing individual behaviour in a specificscene. Recently, the widespread availability of cameras and a growing need for public safety have shifted the attention of researchers in video surveillance from individual behavior analysis to group and crowd behavior analysis. However, dangerous and illegal behaviours are mostly occurred from groups of people. Group detection is the main process to separate people in crowded scene into different group based on their interactions. Results of group detection can further to apply in analyze group and crowd behaviour. This paper present a study of the group detection and propose a novel approach for clustering group of people in different crowded scenes based on trajectories. For the clustering of group of people we propose novel formula to compute the weights based on the distance, the occurrence, and the speed correlations of two people in a tracklet cluster to infer the people relationship in a tracklet clusters with Expectation Maximization (EM) in order to overcome occlusion in crowded scenes.
I. INTRODUCTION
The number of surveillance cameras in urban areas is increasing at a significant rate, which lead to a lot of video to be analyzed. Studying large amount of crowd phenomenon data manually is burdensome and often impractical which makes automated methods extremely favorable for this purpose. Automatic crowd monitoring is very important to prevent the disaster by detecting potential risks and prevent overcrowding.
However, only understand each individual complex interactions in the scene is unrealistic because of the inherent human social behaviour [3] , [5] , [6] , [8] . This is because these interactions do not happen at the individual person nor at a crowd population, but they usually contain small group of people [3] , [5] , [6] , [8] . Therefore, group detection in crowd video surveillance has been more and more attention to the research surveillance community [3] , [5] , [6] , [8] . This new level of abstraction provides meaningful event descriptions which highlighting barely visible relational connections among people.
Structured and unstructured crowded scenes are the two categories for crowded scenes according to the motion of the crowd [7] . Structured crowds are consistent crowd moving in a common path, the path of movement does not change frequently, and every spatial location of the scene had a key crowd behavior. In unstructured crowded scenes, pedestrians move freely in different directions, and each spatial position has several crowd behaviours. It is quite challenge to detect groups of people in crowded scenes due to complex interaction among people and occlusion.
Motion features is the basis for the group detection. Trajectory/tracklet is basic features for motion representation which calculates based on individual tracks. It is hard to gain the complete trajectories in crowded scenes. Therefore, Zhou et al. [1] propose tracklet which is a short term of the fragment of a trajectory. The terminations of tracklets are affected by occlusions or scene clutters. Trajectory/tracklet is more semantic and attractive if compare with the flow-based features and local spatio-temporal features. However, object tracking can hardly perform accurate in population increases and cluttered background [1] .
The accuracy of group detection in different crowded scenes which further to apply in analyze crowd behaviour is a main factor which is measured as quality of the system [3] , [4] , [5] , [6] , [8] . In spite of many efforts to improve accuracy of group detection in different crowded scenes which further to apply in analyze crowd behaviour, these studies still cannot lead the users to the accurate results. The reason is the current clustering algorithms cannot effectively divide the detection points into cluster to develop dynamics of group detector because of their weakness in occlusion cause the number of points change. Groups' behaviour could help other high-level semantic analysis such as crowd event retrieval, crowd video classification, and crowd scene understanding [6] . We suggest a new approach for effectively dividing the number of detector points into clusters to develop group dynamics in order to solve the occlusion cause the changes of detector points in crowded scene.
II. RELATED WORK
A group of people is defined as a number of people who are close to each other in the same place and have regular contact and frequent interaction.
There are four main problems in group detection. First, people may have different hairstyles, different hair and skin colour. A variety of clothing make appearances of human begins even more various. Second problem is occlusion. There are two types of occlusions: scene occlusion and inter-object occlusion. Human beings are occluded by non-human objects in the scene for scene occlusion. Inter-object occlusion means people are occluded by each other in the image, which is a key problem to handle scenarios with a high crowd density. The third problem is cluttered background. Background subtraction is a good strategy to reduce the effect of cluttered background. However, most background subtraction method is based on motion detection. For stationary human beings, texture on the background is a strong interference of human appearances. Last problem is view point variation. Under different camera setup, human appearances scales in the image can be quite different.
In the following we review some of the latest group detection works.
An algorithm based on computer vision to detect group and classification as voluntary or involuntary was proposed by Jacques et al. [5] . Track individuals by a top-down camera are used, and Voronoi diagram is used to count the concept of personal space of sociology. The Voronoi diagram is used to detect groups in the scene and depending on the part of each individual field within a personal space for groups classified as voluntary or involuntary. Jacques et al. [5] analyze crowds by using sociological aspects.
Solera et al. [3] , Mora Colque et al. [8] , and Shao et al. [6] explored similar ideas which identify groups in the scene.
First, Solera et al. [3] compute social features and causality features from trajectories. Then, they proceed to define a new learning framework for group detection task that perform correlation clustering among trajectories trained by a Structural SVM. The algorithm can be extended to an unprecedented group structure and compositions to make it strong and resolute constant density of population and the environment.
Mora Colque et al. [8] proposed a method to discover groups of persons in video sequences. Segmentation, tracking and grouping are the three main steps for this method. Group detection based on the direction and local information is the key advantages of this model. The first rule is trace the trajectory of mobile number of segments, and second, by a trained and provided a partial description of the spatial and temporal characteristics for the given a clue classifier. In addition, these two rules do not provide accurate results if separately, but their combined result provide improvement due to the employment of complementary sources of information.
Jacques et al. [5] , Solera et al. [3] and Mora Colque et al. [8] studies only focus on specific scene, so the crowd model based on the learning from a particular scene cannot be applied to other scenes. Besides that, their studies fail in strong occlusion occur.
Shao et al. [6] proposed a robust group detection algorithm, Collective Transition (CT) priors. The main idea is to search for group of people to find out fit well priors within the video clip. It is suitable for detecting dense population groups in different crowded scenes. In addition, it depends on the temporal relationship between the local and the associated speed but it does not assume the shape of a group of people in the global. As a result it can be applied to scenes with different scales and viewpoints. Shao et al. [6] is one of the pioneers to use group detection results to analyze crowd behaviour.
III. GROUP DETECTION APPROACH Normally, the preprocessing for the video clips need to be done before group detection. Group detection modeling is done in the following step. Results of group detection can further to apply in analyze group and crowd behaviour.
A. Preprocessing
Each video clip extracted trajectories by Kanade-LucasTomasi (KLT) [2] keypoint tracker is preprocessed by deleting short trajectories, stationary points, and some errors.
KLT [2] is fast, reliable and available as an open source implemented. The KLT [2] keypoint tracker is able to initialise feature points that can be tracked, track them between frames, and remove them if they change too much such as due to occlusion. Then a similarity measure called coherent neighbor invariance is used to characterize these tracklets and cluster them into different motion patterns. 
B. Group Detection
For group detection, we use the proposed algorithm in Shao et al. [6] but with some modifications. The key difference is in the definition for EM to infer the people relationship in a tracklet clusters in order to overcome occlusion in crowded scenes. In our contribution the distance, the occurrence, and the speed correlations of two people in a tracklet cluster are the three main features to compute degree of connectivity between people in every cluster.
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• Create coherent filtering clusters We use Coherent Filtering [9] to find out a set of initial tracklet clusters {C}. These clusters are not exactly in line with our perception of the group, but can be used as a basis for seeking the final group tracklet {G}.
• Compute degree of connectivity between people in every cluster C i . Cluster C i is cluster generate by Coherent Filtering [9] and create an adjacency matrix.
For each pair of people a and b in cluster C i , we compute W (a, b) , a weight which is a degree of connectivity between people in cluster C i from start frame, f 1 to end frame, f n . Distance connectivity, DC, occurrence connectivity, OC, and speed connectivity, SC are the new measurement proposed for approximating the degree of connectivity for each pair of people in cluster C i .
Distance Connectivity, DC measures the degree of distance each pair of people in cluster C i from start frame, f 1 to end frame, f n by using the novel formula (1).
( 1) where F ab is the number of frame containing both person a and person b. D ab are the distance of person a and person b.
Occurrence Connectivity, OC measures the occurrence of two people in cluster C i from start frame, f 1 to end frame, f n by using the novel formula (2).
where N ab is the number of frame containing both person a and person b. N a and N b are the number of frame containing only person a and person b.
Speed Connectivity, SC measures the speed correlation of two people in cluster C i from start frame, f 1 to end frame, f n by using the novel formula (3).
where S ab is the same speed of both person a and person b. S a and S b are the speed of person a and person b.
Distance connectivity, DC, occurrence connectivity, OC, and speed connectivity, SC are the three main features to compute degree of connectivity between people in every cluster, shown as (4).
(4)
• Infer the people relationship in a tracklet clusters C i with weights store in an adjacency matrix.
Infer the relationship, R ab for the each pair of people a and b in cluster C i with EM based on weights store in an adjacency matrix. R ab will be used to seek the final group tracklet {G}.
• Group refinement based on the result from infer the tracklets relationship.
All the R ab < α tracklet need to retain to create the final tracklet groups {G}. α formula shown as (5) . k is total group members in a tracklet clusters C i . Substandard tracklets will need to repeat the iterative process in order to consider for different groups. S is the weight of connectivity between people in every cluster from start frame, f 1 to end frame, f n .
IV. PERFORMANCE MEASUREMENT
We will evaluate our experimental results using the CUHK Crowd Dataset [6] . It contains crowd videos with different density, angle scales, and in different environment such as streets, shopping malls, airports, and parts where people in partial and total occlusion. It contains of 474 video clips from 215 different crowded scenes. The ground truth of group detection is provided by Shao et al. [6] .
The group detection experiment is based on clustering algorithm. Here, several experiments have been done for evaluating the quality of the clustering in the group detection of the proposed approach. Normalized Mutual Information (NMI) and Rand Index (RI) are used to measure the quality of the proposed clustering which is used in this study.
V. SUMMARY
In this paper, we advance an algorithm and proposed a novel contribution to group detection in different crowded scenes. The new approach for divide the detection points into clusters to create dynamics of group detector which to overcome the number of points changes due to occlusion has been proposed. For the clustering of group of people we propose novel formula to compute the weights based on the distance, the occurrence, and the speed correlations of two people in a tracklet cluster to infer the people relationship in a tracklet clusters with Expectation Maximization (EM) in order to overcome occlusion in crowded scenes.
The next phase of the work is preparation to examine the accuracy for group detection based on performance measurement plan.
